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Today, Ball watches happen to be one of the most reputed and established brands in USA. The
brand keeps on updating its product range in order to keep pace with the shifting consumer
patterns.  So, you may find changes in the appearance of these watches from time to time but the
change in appearance is never compromised with the industrial function or founding spirit of the
company. Ball Watch Company is single-minded in their dedication to this vision.

When Ball watches were manufactured the founder of the brand, Webster Clay Ball, in laid down
each and every detail right from the style of numerals to shape of hands to hunt for precision in
timekeeping. The company now focuses to build high quality timepieces enduring all the adverse
conditions.

However, the development of Ball watches in USA can be accredited to the arrival and successive
expansion of American railroads. Before the arrival of trains as a means to transport people and
goods, there was actually no need for uniform time or precise timekeeping. When the American
railroad system reached prominent proportions after the Civil War, the communities started to
maintain the local timings.

By 1883, railroad industry agreed to divide the country into 4 zones and adopted the Standard Time.
The mass although followed suit soon but the Congress didnâ€™t approve the concept officially until
1918. Webster Clay Ball was the first person to use the time signals after the adoption of Standard
Time. He was appointed as the chief inspector for lines in the year 1981. His initial inspection
system was the starting of huge Ball network, which would include 75% railroads all through the
country and cover 175,000 miles railroad at least. He also extended the system to Canada and
Mexico.

Kipton Disaster prompted the officials of Lake Shore to enlist Ball to inspect watch and time
conditions all through the Lake Shore Line and develop a system of inspection for the
implementation. Ball set about instantly and put checks on watches worn by railroad workers. The
approved watchmakers carried out the checks. The standards set by Ball were strict, forbidding
variations more than half a second among the timepieces.

It is essential to identify and show appreciation to W.C. Ball. His system was in fact the first one to
be accepted on broad scale. The system set the standard for the railroads and helped set uniformity
and accuracy in timekeeping. The establishment of the system resulted in the railroad time and the
railroad watches being identified as the Standard. So, generally it is said that if you ever ask any
railroad man about the time, you can be sure of getting the right answer.
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James Paul - About Author:
If you are looking for an authentic a Ball watches online dealer, log on to a
http://www.lesliewatch.com/cat~Ball-Watches~119206. You can choose to buy from Trainmaster,
Conductor, Fireman, Engineer Master II, Engineer Hydrocarbon and Engineer II watches collection
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when you shop from here.
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